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I. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the question of whether or not a flow with a topologically hyper- 
bolic stationary point is necessarily locally topologically equivalent to a flow 
with a differentiably hyperbolic (generic) stationary point. This question was 
originally raised by Coleman [l], and more recently reformulated in terms of 
isolating blocks by Wilson in [4], where it takes the following form. 
CONJECTURE (Coleman). Suppose + is a $0~ on l!P X EP that satisfies: 
(1) (0) is an isolated invariant set for 4 with isolating block 
B = D” x D”; 
(2) the structure of $ on B is 
b+ = aDliT x D”, b- = D” x aDn, 
ai- = aDnl x {0}, 7 = aDm x aon, a- = (0) x ZDff. 
Then + is locally topologically equivalent to the standard hyperbolic example 
c&,,,~ , generated by the diferential equations 2 = -x, j = y, (x, y) E IFP X [w”. 
Here the notation for the isolating block is in [2, 61, and will be reviewed 
in the next section. We say that + is locally topologically equivalent (at 0) to 
d nt,n if there is a homeomorphism h: U + h(U) of some neighborhood U of 0 
that takes each orbit segment of $ in U onto an orbit segment of $,,,,, in h(U), 
preserving the natural orientation of the orbits. 
Our result is that the Coleman conjecture is not true in general; we construct 
a Ca flow (b on [w2 x Iw2 that is not locally equivalent to the corresponding 
standard example. Wilson gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of a local equivalence in [5], and uses it to show that the conjecture is 
true if m = 1 or if n = 1, so this is the least dimension in which a counter- 
example can be constructed. 
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w e give a brief outline of the construction and proof in Section 3 below. The 
outline and the complete construction and proof (Sections 4 and 5) can be read 
independently. 
2. NOTATION 
We first establish our notation in the context of the standard example &,a 
As above, +s,s is the flow generated by the vector field 6(x, y, z, w) = 
(-X, -y, x, w) on R4. The origin is an isolated invariant set, and 
B = D2 x D2 ={(x,y,~,w)~!R~Ix~+y~ <1,z2+w2 < I} 
is an iso2uting blocli (with corners) for (0); cf. [4]. The set of points at which the 
vector field is (externally) “tangent” to B is 
7=aD2 x aD2=((x,y,z,eu)j~2+y2=1,z2+ru2=1}. 
The set of ingress points is b+\r, where bf is defined by 
b+=(pE8B/ZlE>Owithp.(-•e,O)nB= a> 
( p . (-E, 0) denotes {#2,2( p, t) 1 t E (-E, O)}); in the present example 
bf = aD2 x D2. The set of egress points is b-\r, where b- is defined by 
b- ={p~%?/& >Owithp*(O,E)nB= m}; 
here b- = D2 x aD2. The positively asymptotic set a+, defined by 
a+={p~aB~p~[O,co)CB}, 
is here: a+ = aD2 x {O}. The negatively asymptotic set a- is defined analogously 
If B is any isolating block, there is a map 
h: b+\a+ + b-\a- 
that takes each point p E b+\a+ to the first point in which the semiorbit p . [0, 00: 
meets b-. In the case of $2,s this mapping 
is given by 
h 2.2 : aD2 x (D2\{O}) -+ (D2\{O}) x aD2 
h,,&, y, z, 4 = (~2, CY, c-l%, c-l@, 
where c = (x2 + w2)l12. We will refer to h,,, as the characteristic map of +2,2 . 
We set V’ = aD2 x D2 and V = D2 x aD2, so V and V’ are solid tor 
with aV = V n V’ = LW’ and VU V’ = aB. Let C denote the center lint 
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C = (0) x LD2 of I/; similarly C’ = aD2 x {O}. Note that V\C is foliated by 
the tori: 
Tc = {(x, y, 2, w) I x2 + y2 = c, 22 + w2 = l} (0 -=c  < l), 
and V’\C’ is foliated by the tori: 
T~=((~,~,~,w))x~+~~=~,z~+w~=c) (0 < c < 1). 
We see that h,,, maps each Tl homeomorphically onto the corresponding To . 
In fact, & preserves level sets {U = c} of the function 
U(x, y, % 4 = (x2 + Y2)(Z2 + w2), and (U = c}n V = T,, 
{U = c> n V’ = T; . 
For convenience later we impose different “coordinates” on the set 
fi = (P\C) - R’ = i&2( p, t) 1 p E P\c, t E W}. 
First set T = S x S = ={(eia, e@) E R4 1 01, /? E UP}, and define homeo- 
morphisms fc : T-+ T,,f; = T+ T;by 
fC(eia’, eiS) = (c cos d, c sin 01, cos /3, sin fi), 
f L(eim, e@) = (cos a, sin 01, c cos /3, c sin fl), 
respectively. Then (b2,2 defines a homeomorphism F of T x (0, 1) x R1 onto 
fi bY 
F(% 8, c, 4 = d2,2(f Et% B), q. 
Here we represent the point (eia, e@) E T by its coordinates (~1, /I) in the chart 
((Y, p) -+ (eior, e@) on T; it will often be convenient to do this in the sequel. 
Under F, each point of i? has a set of coordinates (~1, /3, c, t) E R4, and these are 
uniquely determined if the angular variables OL, /I are restricted to lie in half 
open intervals of length 27~. If we restrict the angular variables to the domain of 
any chart on T, the corresponding restriction of F defines a chart on R4 that is 
compatible with standard Cm structure. Note that the subset {(ar, 8, c, t) E T x 
(0, 1) x R1 IO < t < --In c} is mapped by F homeomorphically onto 
8=BnR. 
In terms of the coordinates imposed by F, the characteristic map h,,, : 
V’\C’ -+ I’\C is given by: (01, p, c) t+ (01, /I, c). The subsets of I” determined 
by taking a = 01s (constant) are meridian disks: 
Dmo = {(%I > A c, 0) I c E P, 111. 
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FIGURE 1 
The corresponding subset of I/ is an annulus: 
(see Fig. 1). Note that ha,, maps D,O\(Do, n C’) onto the half-open annulus 
Aao\C, for each “0 E [0,27r). 
3. OUTLINE OF CONSTRUCTION AND PROOF 
In this section we indicate briefly the essential feature of the counterexample 
+ mentioned in the introduction, and the main idea of the proof that 4 is not 
locally equivalent with &a . We use the notation of the preceding section 
throughout. We define 4 so that B will be an isolating block for 4 with the same 
structure as that of &a on 8B. Then the characteristic mapping h: V’\C’ --f V\C 
of 4 must again map each DmO\(DaO n C’) onto a half-open annulus in V, as 
h,,s does, but we will construct 4 so that h maps at least one of these puctured 
disks, say, D,\C’, onto a half-open annulus A c V that is forced to twist com- 
pletely about CC V in both directions. More precisely, we will require that 
A = h(D,,\C’) intersect each torus T, (for sufficiently small c) in a simple closed 
FIGURE 2 
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curve _T, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Note that Jc wraps entirely around T, in the 
meridianal direction; i.e., Jc meets every annulus A,,(% E [0,27r)). The feature 
of A that will be important later is that this property is preserved under homeo- 
morphisms of (V, C); viz., if x: (V, C) -+ (V, C) is any homeomorphism, 
then, for arbitrarily small c, ~(1~) meets every Aa0 . 
Suppose now that we have a flow + with these properties, and that 2 is a 
homeomorphism of B onto itself that maps orbit segments of 4 onto orbit seg- 
ments of &,a . (It is a minor problem to extend the following argument to a 
local equivalence with arbitrary domain and range.) then 2 induces homeomor- 
phisms x: (V, C) + (V, C) and x’: (V’, C’) --+ (I”, C’) that satisfy xh = h,,,~’ 
on V’\C’. Note that x’(Q) is a neatly embedded disk in V’ that is topologi- 
tally transverse to C’. Thus the closure in V’ of x’(Da\C’) = h~$&l) is a disk 
transverse to C’. But we have seen above that x(A) meets each annulus AU0 in 
points arbitrarily close to C; it follows that h&&4) meets each meridian disk Da0 
in points arbitrarily close to Da, n C’ (since h$(A,o\C) = D,JC’), and hence 
that the closure of h;&(A) contains aZZ of C’. This is the desired contradic- 
tion. 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF 4 
We will define (b by first specifying its orbits, i.e., the corresponding one- 
dimensional foliation of R*\(O). This will agree with that of &,a outside of B, 
but will differ from &,a inside B in such a way that the resulting characteristic 
map h: V/C ----f V\C takes the punctured disks DEO\C’ (Z V’\C’ onto half-open 
annuli in V\C that are quite complicated. 
The level sets of the function U = (zc” + y2)(z2 + w”) will be preserved 
by 4; in fact, on each (U = c} n B = T x {c} x [0, --In c] the orbits of 4 
will be the tracks of an isotopy of T, parametrized by t E [0, --In c], that starts 
at the identity and ends at the desired h IT, . To define + on all of B we require 
a family of such isotopies, one for each c E (0, 1). and the resulting map must 
depend smoothly on p E T, c E (0, l), t E [0, --In c]. This family of isotopies 
is constructed next. 
We first note that there is a smooth isotopy g: T x I - T, with 
= d(P), t E [$, 11, 
where d is a diffeomorphism of T that takes the simple closed curve (8 = 0) 
(longitude) onto the simple closed curve J illustrated in Fig. 2 (interpreted now 
as a picture of T and J rather than of T, and Jc). We could, of course, specify 
such a curve explicitly; however, the property of J that will be important later 
is essentially qualitative, and nothing will be lost with this informal description. 
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We useg to define a diffeomorphism G: T x (0,l) x iJV + T x (0, 1) x Rl, 
by 
G( P, c, 0 = ( g( P, v(c, t)), c, 0, 
where v: (0, 1) x IRi -+ [0, I] is smooth and satisfies 
v(c, t) = 0 if 1.724 or t<-$Inc, 
= 1 if c<t and t>-#Inc. 
We may construct such a function v as follows. Let A: (0, 1) --f [O, I] be a smooth 
function satisfying 
X(c) = 1 if c < a, 
= 0 if c>$; 
and let p: (0, 1) x R1 -+ [0, l] be a smooth function satisfying 
EL(c, t> = 0 if t < -&lnc, 
= 1 if t 2 --#Inc. 
The sets {(c, t) 1 t < - $ In c) and {(c, t) 1 t 3 -8 In c} are disjoint and closed 
in (0, 1) x RI, so the existence of p follows from the Cm version of the Urysohn 
lemma. Finally, set v(c, t) = h(c) ~(c, t) (c E (0, I), t E Rl). 
Now consider the diffeomorphism FG of T x (0, 1) x lFP onto i?. Let 
L(% , &, , c,,) denote the image under FG of the vertical line {(oL, I$ c, t) E T x 
(0,l) x R1 I c4 = %I, p = a, c = co}. We construct the flow + so that the 
L(ol, , @,, , c,,) are the orbits of # in J’k 
A.ssERTI~N 1. There is a C* foliation g of R4\{O} that agrees with the foliation 
Sz-,,, induced by & off 8, and whose leaves in I? are the L(% , rS, , q,) dejined 
above. 
Proof. We must define an atlas of charts of .9 so that the corresponding 
coordinate changes are C” and fiber preserving. These charts will be of two 
types: 
(1) Charts at points of fi are defined by FG; viz, if p E R, let WC R2 
be the (open) domain of a chart (cu, p) I-+ (eta, e@) on T such that p E FG( W x 
(0, 1) x I@), and let u denote the restriction of FG to W x (0, 1) x UP; 
then (W x (0, 1) x R1, u) is a chart at p. 
(2) Charts at points of R4\Rare defined by 4a.a. Namely if p 6 R, let UC R3 
be open and let f: U--t R4\{O} be a smooth embedding onto a cross section of 
(6a.a such that p E f (V) * R1. Choose an open interval (a, b) E IIP with p E f (U) * 
(a, b), and define T: U x (a, b) - R4\W by 4% t) = b&f (4, t>. Then, 
for suitably restricted U and (a, b), (U x (a, b), 7 ) is a chart at p. If p is an interior 
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point of IP\R then the restriction on U x (a, b) is just that f( U) n fi be empty. 
For points p E aR the restriction depends on p and will be made explicit in 
the following paragraphs. 
It is clear that two charts, both of type (1) or both of type (2) are appropriately 
related. What must be checked is that, at any point p E afi, a chart of type (2) 
may be defined that is appropriately related to any chart of type (1). Now, in 
!P\{O}, afi = C’ + lFP u C * iR1 u 8V * UP. We first consider a point 
p = &e(~, to), with 4 E C’. Let &(O) C R3 denote the open ball of radius 6, 
and letf: B,(O) + V’ be a smooth embedding of B,(O) onto a neighborhood in 
v’ of 4, withf(0) = 4. Let (a, b) C R1 b e an interval about to . Choose 0 < E < 1 
so that b < - 4 In E, and choose 6 > 0 so that f@,(O)) C V: = C’ u UC+ Ti . 
Then (B,(O) x (a, b), T), where T is defined as above, is to be a chart at p. We 
must check the compatibility of this chart with an arbitrary chart (W x (0, 1) x 
lR1, u) of type (1). By definition u is the composition 
(%8, c, 4 Ifs hi+% B,4c, a, c, t) T+ 42,3(fhg(% B, v(c, t)), q. 
But if (01, p, c, t) is in u-l (image T) we must have c < z and t E (a, b). Then, 
by our choice of E, we have t < b < -4 In c, so that Y(C, t) = 0 and 
g(ti, fi, V(C, t)) = (01, /3); that is, on o-l(image T), u is given by u(o1, /3, c, t) = 
&,a( fL(a, /3), t). Thus the coordinate change T% is given by 
and this mapping has the required properties. An analogous argument, using 
the fact that G is the identity on T x (+, 1) x R1, takes care of boundary points 
p E av * UP. 
Finally consider a point p = &s(q, to) with Q E C. We specify a chart of type 
(2) at p as follows. Let (a, b) be an open interval about t, . Choose E > 0 so 
that E < 2 and a > Q In E. Let f: B,(O) + V be a smooth embedding of B,(O) 
onto a neighborhood in Z’ of 4, with f(0) = 4. Choose 6 > 0 so that f(B,(O)) c 
V, = C u UCcE T, . Then (&(O) x (a, b), T) is to be a chart of type (2) at p. 
We consider the compatibility of this chart with the chart (W x (0, 1) x [WI, U) 
of type (1). By definition 
= ~3.3LfM6 B, 6 t>>, --In c + (t + ln 41 
= d3.d.fog(~, P,+, 9, t + ln cl. 
Now (01,& c, t) E a-l(image T) only if fcg(a!, #?, V(C, t)) E image f and t + In c E 
(u, b), hence only if c < E and a < t + In c < b. By our choice of E, this means 
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that t > -Q In c and c < ) whenever (rr, ,6, c, t) E o-l(image r); hence on thit 
set a+, t) = 1 and g(a, 8, V(C, t)) = d(a, /3). Thus 
401, B, c, t) = $,,,[f&, P), t + ln cl 
on a-r(image T), so the coordinate change r-la is given by 
and this mapping has the required properties. This completes the verification 
, of Assertion 1. 
ASSERTION 2. There is a Cm jiow $ on R* whose nondegenerate orbits are 
jut the leaves of the foliation 9. 
Proof. The leaves of .F may be consistently oriented by “increasing t,” 
so there is a Cm unit vector field X: R*\(O) -+ R* whose induced flow has just 
these oriented leaves as orbits. To extend X to all of R* we multiply X by a Cm 
function K: R* -+ (0, 1) that vanishes exactly at 0. We may assume that K 
approaches zero so rapidly that the vector field 
x’(P) = K(p) x(P), p #O, 
= 0, p = 0, 
is Cm on R* (cf. [3, Lemma 5.2)). Th e induced flow 4 of the vector field X’ has 
the required properties. 
In the next section we will show that 4 is not locally equivalent to 0 at &,a. 
We will need some information on the characteristic map h: V’ + V of 4. 
Of course h depends only on St, hence only on the map FG, so we can easily 
compute h in terms of the coordinates (ar, /3, c) on V, V’. We see that h is given by 
(01, P, 4 ++ (g(a, B, 4~ --In 4,~). 
In particular, if c < t, then V(C, --In c) = 1 and we have h(ol, p, c) = (d(cu, /I), c). 
It follows that, since d maps the simple closed curve (a = O> onto the curve J 
described above, h maps the punctured disk D,\C’ onto a half-open annulus 
A _C V that intersects each T, (c < &) in a simple closed curve JG which is just 
the copy of J on T, . This is the property of 4 that will be required below. 
5. PROOF THAT #J AND $2,2 ARE NOT LOCALLY EQUIVALENT 
Suppose now that 2 is a local topological equivalence at 0 of $ with &a . 
We may assume that 2 is defined on a neighborhood of the form rD2 x cD2, 
where ~02 = {(x, y) 1 x2 + ys < E?}, and that E < ). Set V, = C u Ucsc T, 
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and V: = C’ u UC0 T6 . The equivalence 2 induces embeddings x: (Vf, C) -+ 
(V, C) and x’: (V: , C’) + (V’, C’) defined as follows. Each point p E V, lies 
on a +-orbit y(p). The orbit segment y(p) r\ (ED” x ~0~) is carried by 2 to 
a segment of some &,-orbit that crosses V at, say, 4. We define x(p) = q. 
Note that p is in the centerline C of V, if and only if x(p) E C. x’ is defined 
analogously. It is not difficult to check that x and x’ are embeddings, and that 
x o h = h,., 0 x’ on V:\C’. 
Since x’: (V: , C’) ---f (V’, C’) is an embedding, each x’(D=, n V:) is a disk 
in x’(V:) that intersects C’ in a single point. Let q denote the intersection point 
of x’(D, n V:) and C’. Since Xh = h2,2x’, we see that h;&h(D, n Vi) = 
x’(D, n V:)\(q), hence that the closure in V’ of h&&D, n V:) contains only 
the point q of C’. But recall from the last section that h(D, n V:) = A n V, is 
that half-open annulys in V, which meets each T, in the simple closed curve 
Je (we have assumed E < t). Set A’ = A n V, . We will obtain the desired 
contradiction by proving that, by our construction of A’, the closure in V’ 
of h&&h(Q, n V:) = h~$.;l(A’) must contain all of C’. This will follow if we 
prove that h$X(A’) meets each meridian disk DUO C V’ in points arbitrarily 
close to Da0 n C'. Smce h,,, maps each DWO\C’ onto the annulus AaO\C C V, 
this last is equivalent to proving that x(A’) meets each ANO in points arbitrarily 
close to C. Hence to complete the proof we have only to establish the following 
fact. 
ASSERTION 3. If x: V, -+ V is any embedding with x(C) = C, then, for each 
a0 E [O, 24, x(A’) n Am0 n T, -f o f or arbitrarily small values of c. 
Proof. If the conclusion does not hold then there exist 01~ > 0 and E’ > 0 
such that x(A’) n Aa0 n T, = 0 for all c < E’. We may assume that E’ is so 
small that V,, C x(V,). Also, there is an 2 > 0 such that x-l(ALYJ n 
An V,. = o. 
FIGURE 3 
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FIGURE 4 
Now let M be a meridian disk in V, that intersects each T, in a simple closed 
curve that is situated with respect to Jc as illustrated (for Jc , MJ in Fig. 3. 
Let EC M be e disk that meets each T, in a subarc E, _C M, with its endpoints 
on Jc as shown in Fig. 3. F and F, are defined analogously. (E and F are hatched 
in Fig. 3; E, and F, are the heavy subarcs of M, ,) It is clear that there is a positive 
number 7 such that any arc in V,\(A’ u C) that has one endpoint on E and the 
other on F must have diameter at least 7. (The projection of two possible such 
arcs onto T, are indicated by the dotted and dashed lines in Fig. 4, where T, 
is shown “cut” along the M, and L, of Fig. 3, and laid open to form a rectangle. 
Other possible arcs connecting E and F would cross the rectangle completely 
in the longitudinal (L,) direction.) 
Fix c < E”; we then have x-l(Aao) n Jo = 0. We show that this implies 
x-l(Aao) n Ec # ia as follows. There is a subarc Kc C Jc with aK, = aEc 
and such that I, = E, u Kc is a simple closed curve isotopic on T, to the 
meridian M, ; 1, is the heavy simple closed curve illustrated in Fig. 5. Note 
that 1, is contractible in V, but not in V,\C. It follows that the simple closed 
curve ~(1~) is contractible in V, but not contractible in V\C (since X( V,)\C C V\C 
is a homotpy equivalence). Now if ~(1~) did not meet Aao, then it would be 
contractible in V\Amo C V\C (since V\Aao C V is a homotopy equivalence). 
\E Ic \ c 
‘\ ‘\ CL 
cI!!iil 
\ -- -. c 
-.__- 
FIGURE 5 
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we conclude that ~(1~) n Aa # B, hence that x-1(&J n 1, # ET. But 
x-~(A,~) n K, = G by assumption, so we must have x-1(&J n EC # 0 
as asserted. Exactly the same argument shows that x--1(&J n F, # 0. 
Now choose 6 > 0 SO that if S S x(V,) and diameter(S) < 6, then diameter 
(x-l(S)) < 7. Note that if c is sufficiently small then points 
P, E X-V,,) n EC , qe E X-V,,) n 5 
(whose existence was proved above) are so close in V, that their images under 
x may be joined by an arc y in A,Jx(A’) of d iameter less than 6. But then x-l(y) 
is an arc in VG\A’ that joins p, E E and qc E F, but has diameter less than 7. 
This is contrary to our choice of 7 and hence the assertion is proved. 
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